Abstract. An analysis of supermanifolds over an arbitrary graded-commmutative algebra is given, proceeding from a set of axioms the first of which is that the derivations of the structure sheaf of a supermanifold are locally free. These axioms are satisfied not by the sheaf of G°° functions, as has been asserted elsewhere, but by an extension of this sheaf. A given G°° manifold may admit many supermanifold extensions, and it is unknown at present whether there are G°° manifolds that admit no such extension. When the underlying graded-commutative algebra is commutative, the axioms reduce to the Berezin-Kostant supermanifold theory.
Introduction. When supermanifolds were introduced, the goal was to incorporate anticommuting coordinates in the structure sheaf of a manifold. Yet the constants in this structure sheaf were taken to be R, which has no anticommuting part. Thus the manifold and the supermanifold could not coincide-the supermanifold had to be strictly bigger. Later theories have attempted to bring the manifold and the supermanifold together by introducing an auxiliary Grassmann algebra. Following Rogers [11] , fix an infinite set of letters ßl,ß2,_ Let BL denote the real Grassmann algebra generated by ßx,...,ßL.
If L = oo, BL is given a suitable Banach norm, making Bx a Banach-Grassmann algebra as defined in [7] . Rogers refers to supermanifolds based on BL or Bx as Gx supermanifolds.
[11] deals chiefly with supermanifolds over BL for finite L, though it is noted that the case L = oo would have a greater chance of being relevant to physics. [7] gives an accurate treatment of the infinite dimensional case. Further results regarding the case of finite L may be found in [4 and 10] .
A key error was made in [11] and again in [4] , the resolution of which has led to the present work. Proposition 5.8 of [11] asserted that the derivations of the structure sheaf of a G°° manifold form a locally free module over that sheaf. However, the following proposition is valid:
Let M be a G°° manifold based on BL. If Der^ is a locally free ^ module, then L = 0 or oo.
Specifically, if 0l,..., 0q are odd coordinates on a G°° manifold, 3/30" does not exist as an operator on Gx functions. In [4] this difficulty was recognized, and an attempt was made to recover a locally free tangent sheaf by retaining GJ£ as the structure sheaf while redefining "derivation". The redefinition was inconsistent and led again to a false conclusion, Proposition 6.4.
These errors attest to the desirability of a well-behaved tangent sheaf. In fact, along with free local expression of vector fields as sums of partial derivatives, one may easily list a few key properties which would insure that the geometry of supermanifolds developed in a natural and well-founded way. With enough such properties, one would soon arrive at an axiomatic definition of the desired objects.
This paper will present four such properties, which are offered as the axioms of supermanifolds over an arbitrary graded-commutative algebra B. If B is commutative, the axioms" reduce to the graded-or supermanifold theory of Berezin [3] and Kostant [8] . If B = Bx, the Banach-Grassmann manifolds of Jadczyk and Pilch [7] are obtained. Though the axioms are meant in part to achieve such a unification and to accent the salient features of supermanifolds, they would perhaps be superfluous were it not that they also produce a nontrivial category of supermanifolds over BL for 0 < L < oo. The supermanifolds over BL are discussed in §4. What emerges is Rogers' theory with an added structure. Just as for the case L = 0, the structure sheaf of the supermanifold is an auxiliary sheaf strictly larger than the sheaf of G00 functions. When L exceeds the odd dimension of the G00 manifold M, one discovers that there is a sheaf y of G°°-modules and a class c [M] It remains to be determined whether there are any G00 manifolds for which c[M] =£ 0. In §5 it is shown that there are examples for which Hl(M, £f) # 0.
A note on terminology: The term "G00 supermanifold" is generally applied to manifolds based on BL. In the present work, the axioms for a supermanifold are presented without reference to a specific graded commutative algebra. Therefore the term "supermanifold" finds itself applied to the G°° manifold together with its enlarged structure sheaf sé. To avoid confusion, the term "G00 manifold", will be used for the manifold itself. The structure sheaf of M will be called <8, and if s? and 'S do not coincide, sf will be called a supermanifold extension of &.
Much of this work was part of the author's Ph.D. thesis, and the author is pleased to acknowledge the help and guidance of his advisor, Robert Blattner. Thanks are also due the referee for many useful suggestions. 0. Graded objects. In this work, the word graded will mean Z2-graded. A graded space is a vector space V with a decomposition V = V0 © Vv V0 is called the even part of V and Vx is called the odd part of V. Elements of Vi have parity i and the parity of v is denoted by \v\.
If it is preferable that the coordinate functions have values in a graded commutative algebra, which R(B) is not. Second, coordinate functions must be odd on occasion, and in the ordinary Cartesian product they are necessarily even.)
Define B" to be the (1,0) Cartesian product of Bp l and R, and define Bp/q to be the (1,1) Cartesian product of Bp and Bq. Bp/q is a free (/?, ¿^-dimensional B module. As an ungraded Cartesian product, Bp/q is Bp + q with its usual projection functions. While the first p projections are even maps, the last q are odd.
Definition. Bp-q is defined to be the even part ofBp/q. Thus, Bpq = {(b\...,bp+q)\\b,\ = 0iori </> and \b'\ = 1 for *>/>}.
Note that if e e B and v = (b\..., bp+q) e Bp/q, then
so that e acts as the matrix, 1. Basic properties of supermanifolds. To describe supermanifolds, the following objects will be needed. The sections of sé will be referred to as superfunctions. The axioms presented here are intended to give a workable notion of vector fields on a supermanifold. Given a stalk sé\x, x e M, a graded derivation of sé\x is a R-graded-linear endomorphism X: j/| x -» j/| ^ satisfying *(/g) = A7-g+(-l)mi/l/-*g for A' and / homogeneous. Let Derj/|x denote the set of graded derivations of sé\x. T>ersé\x inherits a grading from End sé\x, and Derja^ is a left graded sé\x submodule of Endj/|x.
The Lie bracket is defined on homogeneous elements of Endja^ by [X,Y] = XY-(-l)mYlYX.
[ , ] satisfies:
1.5. Der sé\x is closed under bracket.
For U an open subset of M, let Der sé(U) be the set of morphisms X: se lu -» sé\v such that the restriction of X to each stalk is a graded derivation. Then Der sé is a complete presheaf, and the corresponding sheaf is denoted by the same name. Der sé(U) acts on sé(U) by composition, and this action factors through to germs, giving a map (Dersé)\x -» Dersé\x. sé(U) acts on Dersé(U) by fX(m) = f(m)X(m) and this gives a left action of sé\x on Dersé\x. Define Der*sé(U) to be the set of sheaf morphisms w: Dersé\v -* sé\u whose restriction to each stalk is an ja/^-graded-linear transformation. Tier*sé is a sheaf of left sé modules. The corresponding right action of sé on Der*sé is given by usf(X) = u(fX). For a section / e sé(U), define the differential df e Der*sé(U) by df(X) = (-l)l/imAT/. 1. Coordinate systems exist. For any x e M there exists a neighborhood Í7 of x and superfunctions I1,...,£' e j/0(i/) and p+1,...,p+<? e .< ([/) such that (de1,..., díp+q) is a graded basis for Der* sé(U) over J^(t/).
The integers p and <? are called the even and odd dimensions, respectively, of (M, sé, 8) . Any set of sections (I1,..., £p+q) satisfying axiom 1 is called a coordinate system for sé\v.
Given / e sé\x, denote by / the image of / under 8. f(x) is called the value of / at x.
2. sé determines a manifold structure on M. If (£\..., ip+q) is a coordinate system in a neighborhood U, the map |: U' -* R/''?, x -» (f H*),..., |/'+?(jc)), is a homeomorphism onto an open subset oi Bpq. 3. Taylor expansions exist. Let (£},...,i-p+q) be a coordinate system in a neighborhood U. Then for any x e {/ and any g e j/^ there exist gls..., gp+? e ^|x such that *-*(*) + *■(*'-?(*)), By axiom 1, Der*sé is a locally free (p, ^^dimensional sé module. Then so is Der** sé. In addition to the usual map Der sé'-* Der** sé, there is also Der** sé-!* raerse defined by pX(f) = X(df). It follows that Dersé and Der** sé are isomorphic. Thus, given a coordinate system £\...,p+<?, one may define the partial derivatives 9/9£\..., d/d£p+q e Der sé(U) by
Examples. 1. Supermanifolds or graded manifolds as defined by Berezin [3] and Kostant [8] . 8 is the augmentation map sé'-* C00 and R = R.
2. The Banach-Grassmann supermanifolds defined by Jadczyk and Pilch [7] . sé is the sheaf of supersmooth functions and 8 is the identity. where a runs over permutations of s, and a minus is introduced when two odd coordinates are transposed. It follows that 8 ° 9/9^(/) is graded-syrnmetric in the 9/9£"s. In particular, 8 » 9/9^ ° ¿^ = 0 for all s. Since the 9/9^'s span 2>(U) over sé(U), axiom 4 yields Djk = 0. D Given the coordinate system | for sé\v, let séi<zsé\u consist of those germs which are independent of the odd coordinates £p+1,...,l-p+q. That is, A= [f^^\u-^=o,i = p + i,...,p + qy Let A(£) denote the exterior algebra generated by the odd coordinates £p+1, .,i-p+q.
In general, neither A(£) nor sét are invariant under change of coordinates. However, when B has no odd part, sé^ is independent of coordinates. This will be discussed in §3. Let p,v Proof. One must show that for any fesé(U) there are unique elements /" ej/4(l/) such that /-/,{".
For the uniqueness, let 0 = / £M, / e séç(U). From graded commutativity of partial differentiation it follows that for all v o=-¿r(P//J=±/"+ E ±¿p-7P. = p> p
It then follows by induction on q -\p\ that ffi = 0 for all ju,.
For the existence, let R be the subalgebra of sé(U) generated by P+1,..., p+<? over séç(U). The claim is that R = sé(U). Proof. Let g = /°|_1. Given x, 7 e t/, set a¡ = £'(x) and ¿>' = £'(v). Using axiom 3, set f = f(x)+fr(V-a').
Then
Now set g, = /■ ° I"1. Then by applying axiom 3 twice, one finds that there are continuous functions g,y such that
Therefore g is once continuously differentiable, with (1.6) dga(c\...,cp+q) = g,(a)c>.
Since g ¡(a) = f¡(x), one finds that
Since the argument can be repeated for 3//3£', it follows that g is arbitrarily smooth. D Let 'S denote the image of sé under 8. By Theorem 1.3, 9 endows M with the structure of a smooth manifold modeled on Bp,q. Note that in (1.6), the differential dga is the restriction to Bp-q of a R-linear map on Bp/q. Thus S will in general endow M with a structure that is more than smooth. For instance, when B = BL, 'S consists of Rogers' G00 functions. The general properties of 'S will be taken up in §2. Proof. We may assume £ is centered at the origin in Bp,q. For any p, and any odd elements cx,...,cw e Rl5 there is a ¿7-tuple b = (b1,...,bq)^ B°'q such that for all a e BpS> with a near 0, and all r e R, f(a, tb) = ffl(a,0)tMCf • ■ ■ cM + terms of lower order. It is easily shown that every derivation of S is the image of a ^preserving derivation of sé. Furthermore, for any a e Bp-q the right-hand side of (1.7) defines a tangent vector to sé at x. This identifies (Txsé)0 with the set of all derivatives of smooth curves at x. D In summary, on Bpq there is a distinguished sheaf, S, of supersmooth functions, and the structure sheaf of a supermanifold is locally isomorphic to the tensor product of the supersmooth functions of the even coordinates and the Grassmann algebra generated by the odd coordinates. This tensor product does not coincide with ^ in general.
§2 establishes the consistency of axiomatic definition by verifying the axioms in the local model.
2. The supermanifold over Bpq. According to Theorem 1.3, S pulls back to a subsheaf of the sheaf of smooth functions on Bpq. The functions obtained in this way satisfy the G°° condition introduced by Rogers [11] and reviewed below.
Definition 2.1. Let /: Bp-° -> B be C°°. Say / is CX(B), or R-smooth, if for all x e Bpq, dfx is R0-linear. Given g: Bp'q -> R, say that g is C°°(B), or R-smooth, if g(al,...,ap,b1,..., bq) is a polynomial in ft1,..., bq whose coefficients are R-smooth functions of (a1,..., ap). g will be called C"(B), or R-analytic, if it is given by a power series in (a, b).
Denote the sheaf of germs of C°°(B) functions on Bpq by S™. In [4] it is shown that the Sx condition for a function /on Bpq can be described by the condition that df be R0 linear plus an additional set of first and second order conditions. If R is a Banach-Grassmann algebra, then the R0-linearity of df is necessary and sufficient for / to be CX(B) [7] . Let License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 2.2 will be proved at the end of this section, after some preliminary results.
Lemma 2.3. Let x e Bp,q, and let U be a star-shaped neighborhood of x. Then for allf e &°°(U) there exist gx,..., gp+q e <SX(U) such that f = f(x)+gi{mi-mi(x)).
Proof. This is a straightforward generalization of the proof in the C°° case. Let df(c) = f,t* for some CX(B) functions /,,..., fp+q. Then for y e U, f(y)=f(x) + £ftf((l-t)x + ty)dt Proof. It remains to verify axioms 3 and 4.
Axiom 3 is the Taylor expansion. In the coordinate system m1,...,mp+q this is obvious. Given another coordinate system £\..., £p+q, form the isomorphism | of Theorem 2.6. for x e Bp'q and / e séx\x, let I"1/ = f(x) + fi ■ (m> -f'(jc)). Then / = f(x) + if ■ (f -f'(*)), as desired. C"(R) supermanifolds are defined analogously.
3. Supermanifolds over a commutative ground ring. Assume now that R is commutative. Then the axioms of §1 yield what is essentially the supermanifold theory of Berezin and Kostant, with mild generalization owing to the arbitrariness of R. The exposition here is brief, and the situation is not much different from the special case R = C, which is treated in [12] . Lemma 3.1. Let (M, sé, 8) be a CX(B) supermanifold.
(1) kerá is the ideal generated by séx.
(2) sé is locally isomorphic to S'® A[^].
Proof. Locally one may write sé\v = séí ® A [g]. Since B has no odd part, {(,T') = 0 f°r ' > P-Moreover, 8( is injective on j&(. So both claims follow. D Set S = séf/séf. Then S is a ^-module, and by Lemma 3.1, S is locally free. Let AS denote the presheaf U -* A(S(U)), where A(S(U))is the exterior algebra of S(U) over <S(U). For each x e U, there is a natural map A(S(U)) -^ A(<f| J. Conversely, the direct limit of the diagrams S(U\ -* A(S(U)) I 1 is a non tri vial automorphism. More generally, if X is a global section of (Der^)0 and X is nilpotent, then exp X defines an automorphism of S. Thus, in contrast to the special case of real or complex manifolds, in which the structure sheaf has no nontrivial automorphisms, the group of automorphisms of S is related to the geometry of M. [12] describes deformations of complex supermanifolds. The results there carry over to this more general setting. In particular, to every supermanifold (M, sé, 8) over a commutative ground ring R, one may associate a class Aj/e Hl(M,DexAS)/G, where G is a subgroup of H°(M,AutAS), such that asé vanishes if and only if sé and AS are isomorphic. Further, under suitable conditions one can produce a supermanifold sé with a prescribed value for Lsé. If R = R, then S reduces to the sheaf of Cx functions on M. In that case ksé is necessarily 0. This yields the theorem first proved by Gawedzki [6] and Batchelor [1] , which states that every Cx supermanifold is AS for some locally free sheaf S.
B = A[L]
. Consider now the case developed first by Rogers, in which B is a finite-dimensional exterior algebra.
Let F = R or C. Fix an integer L and let B = A(FL).
It turns out that if (M, sé, 8) is a CX(B) supermanifold, then 8 is not injective. This is a consequence of the fact that there is an ambiguity in passing from a polynomial function on R0<? to an element of R ® A [#] . This ambiguity diminishes as L tends to oo, and one might hope that for large values of L, sé is determined by 'S. However, this is not the case, as is shown in §5, nor is it known whether an arbitrary CX(B) manifold (M, S) with 0 < L < oo always admits a supermanifold extension. L = q is a critical value, for if L ^ q one finds that the kernel of 5 is intrinsic to ^. Then the problem of obtaining (sé, 8) is that of filling in the middle term of the sequence 0 -» Jf-* se-* S -» 0. The obstruction to the existence of this sequence lies in H2(M, Der(^, Jf )), and if the obstruction vanishes, the supermanifolds over M are classified by HX(M, Der(^, 31/)).
Let J c R denote the nilpotent ideal, so that B = F + J. Then Bpq = Fp + Jp-q.
De Witt refers to this decomposition as "body" and "soul" [5] . commutes.
Proof. Let £a denote the coordinate system (£*,...,££, 5ri+1,..., mp+q) for j/a. For í = 1,..., p + q, choose sections ^aß e séa(Ua n l^) such that 5a(|^) = £¿. Since |a^ projects onto the coordinate system ¿£, and since kerSa is nilpotent, £a/3 is a coordinate system for séa\v n ,,. Proof. Fix four indices, say 1, 2, 3,4. Restrict séa and £a/} to i/, n i/2 n t/3 n i/4. Define ra = |al on this intersection. Then the maps t^"1 also satisfy diagrams (£).
Thus rjß1 = £aß + ia o eaß o 8ß for some ea/ä belonging to Der(S,3T)(Ux n i/2 n t73 n <74). since L > q and JL+q+l = 0. Thus Y = X for some X. D Thus Der(á?°°, X) is «T1 of a free Cx module. The fiber of e"1 is Jp-q, where J is the nilpotent ideal in A(RL). So H\V,Der(Sx, X)) = H\U,Cx)n for some n, and the right-hand side is 0.
2. The second example involves the functor of points. This functor has been described by both Leites [9] If N is a point, {pt}, then 9S reduces to a single algebra B ® A [tj] , and the evaluation map can be take to be b ® to -» fte(w), where e: A[n] -> F is the familiar projection (i.e., one may take a coordinate system centered at pt). In this case the dimension of the supermanifold is (0, n). With R fixed, denote the (0, ^-dimensional supermanifold over {pt} by n.
Consider the supermanifold morphisms, Hom(n, sé) from n to sé. For h e Hom(«, sé), the map of topological spaces which underlies h is simply a point x e M, and in addition there is a Z2-graded algebra homomorphism * r ■> sé\x -> ß ®A [w] «1 it *L -ŵ here the bottom arrow is evaluation at x. There are maps /': M -* Hom(«, j/) and a: Hom(«, sé) -» M such that a ° t = id.
For A e Hom(«, sé), define a( h) = the image of pt. In the holomorphic category, Hom(n, sé) may admit many supermanifold extensions. For example, let (M,0) be a complex manifold, and let 0 denote its holomorphic tangent sheaf. Let S be the trivial rank q 0-module. Then (M, AS) is a Berezin-Kostant supermanifold, and its nilpotent ideal, Jf, is Y,j>xAjS. Der sé is simply A<? ® (S* ® 0), so that Der(sé, jV) = 6a © 0* for some integers a and b. Thus if either Hx(M,0) or HX(M,@) is nonzero, the supermanifold structure on Horafn, AS) is nonunique.
